
Welcome

Captain Hyperscaler™ is here to increase the business and technical uses of
generative artificial intelligence (AI) technologies.  Our professional and technical
vendor neutral generative AI courses provide role-based knowledge and use cases
across departments. Skill Up Like a Super Hero™ with a comprehensive certification
portfolio with innovative certification testing.  Gain industry recognition and
validation with certifications that transform every department of your organization.

Captain Hyperscaler™ offers Professional
Certifications from AI Certs that will transform every
department of your organization  and allow you to
Skill Up Like a Super Hero™ with generative AI

SKILL UP LIKE A SUPER HERO™ 

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

Skill Up Like a Super Hero™ and transform your IT
department with generative AI certifications for
engineering, architecture, development, security,
and more!

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATIONS

www.captainhyperscaler.com

GENERATIVE AI TECHNICAL

AND PROFESSIONAL SAGAS



www.captainhyperscaler.com

Mandarin Mentor’s Orange Hero Sagas

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATIONS - 5 DAY SAGA

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS - 1 DAY SAGA

Skill Up Like a Super Hero™ with
Professional and Technical Certification
for Generative AI from AI Certs

Skill Up Like a Super Hero™ with the following 5-day Gen AI courses: 
AI+ Cloud
AI+ Engineer
AI+ Developer
AI+ Architect
AI+ Security
AI+ Data

kill Up Like a Super Hero™ with the following 1-day Gen AI courses: 
AI+ Executive
AI+ Ethics
AI+ Educator
AI+ Prompt Engineer
AI+ Project Manager
AI+ Everyone



Skill Up Like a Super Hero™!

Captain Hyperscaler’s Skill Up Like a Super Hero™
podcast premiered in January 2024.  Join us every week
for new discussions with community leaders.  We discuss
paths to certifications, professional development, and
how to get involved with industry organizations.  
Available on all the popular podcast services. Subscribe
here: https://smartlink.ausha.co/skill-up-like-a-super-
hero

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR PODCAST

248-385-3989

sales@captainhyperscaler.com

www.captainhyperscaler.com
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LEARN MORE

INDUSTRY TRENDS

Generative AI is rapidly advancing and shaping the future of technology.
Here are some key trends in generative AI that are gaining traction: 
AI is becoming increasingly adept at producing coherent and fluent text,
which can revolutionize how we interact with machines and automate
content creation. AI is moving towards task personalization, tailoring its
outputs to individual user needs and preferences. There’s a trend towards
developing AI applications that target specific industries and functions,
providing more value than general-purpose tools. AI is expected to
impact knowledge work significantly, automating decision-making and
collaboration tasks. As AI capabilities grow, there’s an increasing focus
on ensuring their ethical and responsible use to mitigate risks like
inaccuracy.
These trends indicate that generative AI is not just a technological
marvel but a transformative force across various sectors. As it continues
to evolve, it will likely redefine creativity, productivity, and the way we
work and live.
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